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Abstract:
The Tocharians were thus named because the ancient speakers ofTurfanian and Kuchean
were misidentified with the historical rö1opor, but the misnomer has stuck. The question,
however, remains moot as to whether the Tocharians might have been the same people
as the Seres of the Silk Road. A misnomer need not be inadvertant but may be a deliberate
part ofan attempt at rebranding. The untold history ofthe origins and subsequent.va-
garies of lexicostatistics and glottochronology is particularly instructive in this regard.
A recent attempt to rebrand this approach as "phylogenetics" has failed to alleviate the
methodological problems afflicting this modus operandi, merely afforded temporary re-
liefto its practitioners from the pressure to address persistent unresolved issues.

Key words: Silk Road, Sererstra/3e, Tocharian, Turfanian, Kuchean, misnomer, rebranding,
lexicostatistics, glottochronology, Austronesian, comparative method, phylolinguistics

From 1271 to 1295, the Venetian traveller Marco Polo journeyed along a net-
work of overland trade routes that had stretched between china and the Medi-
terranean basin since Graco-Roman times. This web of trade routes was first
named the Seidenstra,sse or "Silk Road" in 1877 by Ferdinand von Richthofen,
who also used the older name Sererstrasse. In German, the Serer were the
people referred to in Latin as the Seres or in Greek as the lflpeq. The people
thus named lived in Serica, a region to the east of the Tengri Ta!, or Tiänshän
mountains, and it was the Parthians who brought silk to Greece and Rome
from the land of the seres. rt is moot whether the term seres denoted a Sinitic
people, as has sometimes been thought, or, more likely, intermediaries in the
overland trade such as the ancient Tocharians ofthe Tarim basin.
When Buddhist manuscripts written in a northern Indic script dating from the
6th and 7'h centuries were first discovered at the beginning of the 20ü century,
the language in which they were written was called Tocharisch by Emil Sieg
and Friedrich Müller because it was thought that these documents were the
handiwork of the TöXopor, who had come from the north in the second century
BC and overthrown the Grreco-Bactrian kingdom. The TdXopor settled in Tuxä-
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ristän in what today is northern Afghanistan, where they established the Ku$4
dynasty and, in the fust century AD, succeeded in uniting Bactria and north-

western India under their rule. However, these Tö1opot spoke an Eastem lranian

tongue related to Khotanese, whereas the "Tocharians" of Sieg and Müller spoke

two extinct and altogether distinct Indo-European languages, i.e. Turfanian and

Kuchean.

The former tongue continues more usually to be referred to as Tocharian A,
whereas the latter language is more usually called Tocharian B. In other words,

the misnomer has stuck, but, as we shall see, sometimes a misnomer can be a

deliberate part of a politic ploy at rebranding. At the same time, the very name

that was given to the extinct Tocharian languages reveals another subplot that

runs throughout Eurasian ethnolinguistic prehistory, namely that many peoples

and language communities of the past disappeared, but, unlike the Tocharians,

probably did so without leaving a trace, or without leaving any traces that are

identifiable as such today. Since the early 20ücenhry, many have endeavoured

to understand what links the Tocharians maintained with the Chinsss and other

peoples.

In their recent etymological study, BlaZek/Schwarz (20I7a, 20I7b) have at-

tempted to reconstruct as much of the linguistic evidence as is salvageable in

order to gain a better understanding ofthe history and prehistory ofthe peoples

that once inhabited the Eurasian heartland north of the Himalayas and of the

languages which they spoke. BlaZek/Schwarz also present an overview of the

many competing phylogenetic models for Indo-European arrived at by practi-

tioners of the comparative method. Noteworthy is their inclusion also of Stamm-

bäume generated by the use of lexicostatistical methods.

Lexicostatistics was invented by Constantine Samuel Rafinesque in 1831 in order

to wfur a gold medal worth 1,000 francs in a competition held by the Soci6t6 de

G6ographie in Paris in which contestants were challenged to determine and dem-

onstrate the origin of the Asiatic negrito peoples. Rafinesque invented a mathe-

matical method linguistically to demonstrate that the languages spoken by the

Asiatic negritos came neither from Africa nor from Australia, but were of Asian

origin. The five-man jury in Paris remained unconvinced by Rafinesque's

demonstration, but in 1832 it turned out that no other contestant had entered

the competition first announced in 1830. As a consequence, the jury decided

instead to award Rafinesque an honourable mention along with a mödaille

d'encouragement worth a hundred francs.

In 1834, one of the jury members, Jules Sdbastien C6sar Dumont d'Urville,
explai:red Rafinesque's method in detail and applied this lexicostatical method

to the far more amenable problem of the relationship between the Austronesian

languages, an issue that was already comparatively well understood at the time
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(van Driem 2018). Dumont d'urville enjoyed the privilege of being able to
study these languages on his scientific expeditions around the globe on the
corvette L'Astrolabe, generously financed by charles X, king of France and of
Navarre (regnabat 1824-1830). Since much of the Austronesian language family
tree was already fairly well understood, the results obtained by Dumont d'urville
held no surprises, but he interpreted the method to infer the relative time depth
ofseparation between the branches (van Driem 2005).
Statistical methods came to be applied to Indo-European languages by Jan
czekanowski n 1929 and, later in America, by Alfred Louis Kroeber and charles
Douglas chr6tien n 1937. For this approach, the term lexicostatistics was coined
by Monis Swadesh in 1952, and the term glottochronologt was introduced by
Robert Benjamin Lees in 1953. These methods were principally used by lin-
guists in the united states and the soviet union. The approach elicited much
valid criticism relating to the failure to distinguish inlerited from bonowed
vocabulary, the fallacy of the presumed constant rate of language change, the
fallacy of the assumed constant rate of lexical replacement, the fallacy of the
concept of basic notions, the semantic inadequacy as well as the non-equivalence
in meaning of standardised glosses in the metalanguage of description, which
tends most often nowadays to be English, the unreliability of subgrouping and
dating results, and the recurrent issue of multiply flawed cognacy judgements
(Sauvageot 1951, Hoijer 1956, Bergsland 1958, Cowan 1959, Fodor 1961, Bergs-
land and Yog! 1962, Chr6tien 1962).
when Joseph Greenberg practised this approach under the guise of his "mass
comparison", the chorus of criticism was heard once again, although Green-
berg and some of his followers blithely chose to ignore or dismiss the issues or
even deny their reality. In recent years, lexicostatistics has been enhanced by
employing Bayesian inference to search for the optimal tree out of a vast num-
ber of possible trees, and Russell Gray and his students are the most prominent
proponents of this refinement in the modelling. An algorithm generates a sample
of trees with a calculation of their relative probability, and this methodology
also produces date estimates. since the fundamental problems already articulated
from the 1950s have not gone away, the renewed fashionability of lexicostatistics
has provoked a new chorus of critics, the most eloquent of whom is perhaps
Asya Pereltsvaig, whose recent monograph @ereltsvaig/Lewis 2015) systemati-
cally details the issues once again. Pereltsvaig has demonstrated that none of
the previously identified fundamental methodological linguistic problems have
been alleviated in any way merely by making the mathematics a trifle more
sophisticated.

The maths have undergone refinement, but Gray/Atkinson's (2003) revolutionary
use of Bayesian glottochronology to assess the kurgan vs. the Anatolian home-
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land hypotheses for Indo-European was greeted with indignation in conservative

historical linguistic circles. Two languages found by this study to be closely re-

lated, i.e. Nepali and khai kurd, were - quite unbeknownst to the authors - just

two names for the very sarre language. What language "Afghan" could possibly

be has remained moot ever since. The close affrnity between Romani and Sinha-

lese within Indo-Aryan was surprising, to put it mildly. On the other hand, in

some instances, instead of an inadequate knowledge of the languages in ques-

tion, some linguistic analogue of insider trading seems to be at play, with the

maths serving merely as a fancy sauce. Such was the case when a headline-

grabbing finding turned out to be nothing more than a foregone conclusion that

could have been foretold by anyone familiar with, say, the phoneme inventories

of Khoisan languages, e.g. Atkinson (2011), or when an appealling Bayesian

outcome merely reflected wl,at had already long been well understood by lin-
guists familiar with Australian linguistic phylogeography, e.g. Bouckaett et al.

(20r8).
The problems with the Bayesian analysis of lexical correspondences gave the

appearance of being somewhat less problematic in Austronesian (Gray et al.

2009), where the linguistic dispersal of the language family, to a large extent,

involved the colonisation of previously rtninhabited insular environments and

therefore far fewer contact situations. The authors of the 2009 Austronesian

study were blissfully unaware that they were treading precisely in the footsteps

of th€ first lexicostatistician to have cannily sought out the very same suitably

tractable problem. Gray and his associates have made some attempt to address

the misidentification of borrowed vocabulary y5. inherited etyma (Greenhill et

al. 2009). Yet virtually all of the criticisms of linguists identified in the 1950s

and 1960s, and reiterated eloquently by Pereltsvaig and Lewis (2015), remain

today to be addressed.

Lexicostatisticians in Jena have grown sensitive to the criticism perennially

levelled at lexicostatistics and glottochronology by historical linguists, especially

in those cases where their use of the method has conspicuously not been tem-

pered by the insights of conventional historical linguistics, nor been informed

by knowledge of the languages under comparison. In order to deflect such crit-

icism, practitioners in Jena have recently rebranded their approach 'phylolin-

guistics", which is essentially no more than lexicostatistics by another name.

The greater mathematical sophistication of phylolinguistics has still addressed

none of the contentious methodological issues afflicting lexicostatistics. How-

ever, some of self-styled "phylolinguists" are thoughtful scholars who are re-

ceptive and quite willing, at least in principle, to address these issues. If phylo-

linguistics is ever to become something other than merely lexicostatistics by

another name, then the way forward is no doubt for conventional historical lin-
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guists to work together with folks such as those in Jena, and more especially
for lexicostatisticians to begin to take on board what historical linguists have
long been telling them.
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WHAT'S rN A LrNGUtslc 'MESH'?

Mtcuepr FoRrEScuE (Copenhagen)

Abstract:
The term 'mesh' was introduced in Fortescue (1998) to characteize situations where a

number oflanguages in a region share an array oflexical, morphological and typological
features but where straightforward reconstruction of a common source is beyond the
reach ofstandard historical linguistic methods. This covered everything from recognized
Sprachbunds to situations where a suspected early communality, a shared genetic core,
is obscured by physical dispersal and successive layers ofborrowing, structural as well
as lexical. Is the termjust a cover-up for ignorance ofactual deep relations, genetic or
otherwise? A detailed look at the core ofthe proposed Uralo-Siberian mesh, which cor-
relates Proto-Samoyedic, Proto-Yukagir and Proto-Eskimo, will show that there is po-
tential in the concept for much more than that. It can for example help coordinate lin-
guistic data with the findings of archaeology and human genetics in determining the
most likely scenario for population movements and contacts within a specific region in
the distant past. Different historical levels of mesh for the same general region may be
distinguished, with differing potential for borrowing from neighbouring langrragss. ths
relative importance oflexical, morphological, and typological features for partial recon-
structions of deep relationships will be discussed, as will the correlation of time depth
and relative speed of change.

Keywords: mesh, Uralo-Siberian, Samoyedic, Yukaghir, Eskimo-Aleut, typology

1. Introduction
In Fortescue (1998) I suggested that the relationship between Uralic and the

so-called Paleo-Siberian languages - including Eskimo-Aleut - was one of a
linguistic 'mesh', beyond the reach of standard historical linguistic methods
but nevertheless detectable on multiple levels.r Others have also made similar
claims, notably Pusztay (2004), who sees the origin of the Samoyedic (and Ob-
Ugric) languages as the result of close contact between 'Paleo-Siberian' (com-

I The Eskimo-Uralic hypothesis itself was first mooted by Rasmus Rask (1818), as Bergsland
(1959) described and extended.


